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Hello HireBetter Community,

In this season of thanks, we at HireBetter want to take a moment to express our
heartfelt appreciation for each member of our community. We are profoundly
grateful that together we are elevating and reshaping recruiting.
 
This month we highlight our Strategic Talent Planning service, success stories
from our clients The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, and a private equity firm
partnership. Don’t forget to listen to Unlocking Moves and the inspirational
episode featuring our client and friend of the firm Jason Bronstad, CEO of MALK.
 
Warmest Regards,
 
Velveth Schmitz, HireBetter CEO

Company News
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Congratulations to our very own exceptional leader, Din Chaney, on being named
a Top 50 Women Leader of Houston by Women We Admire! Thank you for being
a valuable part of our team.

Read More

New Unlocking Moves Episodes

Episode 20: Human-to-Human
Leadership Transformed a Business,
a Man & a Family | Jason Bronstad,
Malk
Hear Jason’s journey to becoming a
dynamic leader, how he empowers
people, is a family man first, and his rise
in the CPG world.

In The Know
Find our latest in-depth articles, white papers, and case studies on recruiting
challenges and their solutions below.
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Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation Case Study
Contributing to the growth and success
of the Foundation, read how HireBetter
effectively filled multiple types of roles.
With critical mission alignment, we
successfully placed more than eight
candidates in critical positions.

Private Equity Case Study
This case study highlights how the
development of a well-defined talent
roadmap and competitive compensation
packages can attract top talent,
fostering a motivated and skilled
workforce.

What We're Reading
Great reads from the web that inspire the leadership at HireBetter.

5 Benefits of Joining a
Leadership Development
Organization
Discover the importance of leadership
development in this enlightening article
from Vistage. Learn how investing in
your leaders can transform your
organization, driving success and
growth.

The Ownership Mindset
Kerry Siggins, CEO of StoneAge, wrote
this handbook for transforming your life
and leadership.

How We Help
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Strategic Talent Planning
Identify the talent strategy that aligns with your business strategy to unlock
potential. A proactive comprehensive approach ensures you have the right
people in the right seats for your growth trajectory. Understand your future state
org chart and the key skills needed.

Learn More

"HireBetter has been my go-to talent partner for the past 10 years. As a
leader of growing organizations, I have relied on HireBetter to help me
identify the key finance, operations, and C-level leadership needed to scale
multiple businesses. The HireBetter team is data-driven and understands
the caliber of talent needed to drive results.”
 
Tom West, CEO, OneLive
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Planning for 2024
We are here to help with your 2024 planning by offering a FREE one-hour

consultation with our Chief Experience Officer. Let's collaborate on your talent
roadmap.

Claim Offer

HireBetter, 500 Capital of Texas Hwy N, Bldg. #8, Suite 100, Austin, TX 78746, (512) 355-1499
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